menu
(underlined words indicate hyperlinks to recipes)

monday: BLTs + fresh fruit and chips

wednesday: easiest ever chicken pot pie

thursday: hot dogs + baked beans and salad

sunday: turkey boursin baguettes + fresh fruit and chips

ingredients

grocery store list:
- fresh fruit
- bacon
- hoagie rolls
- baguette
- chips
- lettuce
- tomato
- salad fixings
- mushrooms
- boursin cheese (x2)
- heavy cream
- pillsbury pie crust
- english muffins
- mozzarella cheese
- tomato sauce
- deli turkey

pantry/fridge/freezer items:
- salt & pepper
- mayonnaise
- frozen chicken fingers
- chicken breasts (freezer)
- chicken bouillon
- cornstarch
- frozen peas and carrots
- hot dogs and buns (freezer)
- canned baked beans
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